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Abstract.
CO has a strong thermodynamic potential for reducing HNO3 to
HONO. If the reaction of HNO3 with CO does proceed via heterogeneouscatalysis
on sulfuric acid aerosolsin our atmosphere, then this data assimilation study shows

that the modelis better able to reproducethe observedN()x/HN()3 ratio evenwith

a 3' valueas low as lx10-4. This is particularlytrue in the uppertroposphere
and
lower stratosphere. We would like to highlight the possibility that elements such as
iron deposited in the lower stratosphere by meteorites may be catalyzing this and
other reactions

1.

within

sulfate

aerosols.

Introduction

Over just the last 5 years many studies have highlighted the fact that models do not reproduce the observed nitrogen partitioning well, and in particular the

NOx/HNO3 ratio [Ostermanet al., 1999, Singhet al.,
1998, Jae.qldet ai., 1998, Sen et al., 1998, Wang and
Jacob, 1998, Kotamarthi et al., 1997, Kondo et al.. 1997
, Hauglustaine et al., 1996. Jacob et al., 1996, Folkins

et al., 1995]. The recent World MeteorologicalOrganization (WMO) report [World MeteorologicalOqqanization, 1998]concludesthat below30 km the observed
NO.2/NO and NO.2/HNO3 ratios are generallygreater
than usually calculated by models. Below 30 km is
where we have appreciable amounts of sulfate and other
types of aerosol. It is therefore well worth investigating
possible candidates for surface reactions not currently
considered by models.
The inability of the models to reproduce the observed

This paper examines the likely impact of this reaction
on the chemistry of the upper troposphere and stratosphere. If it doestake place, then this reaction is likely
to be important, as CO and HNO3 are both species
which are relatively abundant.
Even though thermodynamically feasible,it may well
be that the CO + HNO:• reaction requiresa catalyst to
proceed. This could be supplied by the large range of
chemical elements. including iron. which are deposited
in the atmosphere by ablating meteorites. Recently

[Murt•hVel,ai., 1998] have reported in situ measurements of meteoritic material. mercury, and other elements in aerosolsin the height range 5 to 19 kin.

Recentmeasurements
[Murphyet al., 1998]revealthat
altho•gh stratost)heric aerosols primarily consisted of
sulfuri(' acid and wat•er, many also contained meteoritic
material. More than half of the spectra taken indicated

that iron waspresentin the sulfat,
e aerosols[M•rphy et
al.. 1998]. Just abovethe tropopause,small amounts

NO.•,/HNO3 ratio is due to either an overestimatein
the rate of HNO3 production, an underestimate of the

of mercury were found in over half of the aerosolparticles that were analyzed. Overall, there was tremendous

rate of HNO3 destruction. or the complete omission of
an HNO3 destruction processsuch as an unrecognized

variety in aerosol composition.

heterogeneous
reaction. A recentstudy [Fairbrotheret
ai., 1997] noted that CH4 and CO have exceedingly

aerosol particles.

large thermodynamic potentials for reducing HNO3 to
HONO. So it is thermodynamically feasible that the reaction of HNO3 with CO will proceed via heterogeneous

diversity

is that

One measure of this

at least 45 elements

were detected

in

We would like to highlight the possibility that elements such as iron deposited in the lower stratosphere
by meteoritesmay be catalyzing reactionswithin sulfate
aerosols.

catalysisin our atmosphere[Fairbrotheret,al., 1997].
2.

Calculations

• Also at the Centre for Atmospheric Science,Cambridge Uni-

We used the technique of four-dimensional variational

versity, Cambridge, England.

• Now at the Schoolof Chemistry, University of Bristol, Bristol,
England.
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(4D-VAa) data assimilation[Fisher and Lary, 1995]
on data from the Atmospheric Trace Molecule Spectroscopy(ATMOS) Experiment to determine an optimum set of initial conditions for our numerical model
This was done so that we could simul-
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taneously use all the observationsmade by ATMOS.
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together with our numerical model, to give us the best
fit model

simulation

to these ATMOS

data.

Data

as-

OF THE REACTION

CO + HNOa

al., 1996a, Abrams etal., 1996b, Abrams etal., 1996c,
Abrams etal., 1996d, Abrams etal., 1996e, Abbasetal.,

similation has been usedextensively in meteorologyand

1996b, Binslandetal., 1998a, Binslandetal., 1998b]

morerecentlyfor atmosphericchemistry[Menke,1984,

is an infrared

Courtier and Talagrand, 1987, Cobh, 1997, Courtier et
al., 1993, Khattatov etal., 1999, Lar•l, 1999, Lar•d and

has on four occasionsflown in the payload bay of the
spaceshuttle and measuresthe concentrationsof gases
presentin the atmosphereat altitudes between 10 and

Shallcross,1999]
In this study the 4D-VAR data assimilationwas performed using a set of 29 stacked, independent, boxes.
The boxes were stacked in the equivalent potential vor-

ticity (PV) latitude - theta flowtrackingcoordinatesystem [Lar•tetal., 1995]at an equivalentPV latitude of
40øS on 29 isdntropic surfacesbetween 300 and 1800 K.
The equivalent PV latitude of 40øS was chosenas we

useddata from the STS45/ATLAS 1 missionwhichwas
launched on March 24, 1992, from the Kennedy Space
Center. During its 8 days of operation, the ATMOS
instrument made observations spanning a substantial
portion of the globe. The 53 measurements taken at
orbital sunrise covered the midlatitude and equatorial
regions of the Earth from 30øS to 30øN. The 41 sunset observations

were made

at 25øS to 55øS. For the

duration of ATLAS 1 the equivalent PV latitude for

which the vertical profiles coveredthe largest range of
altitudes, and fox'which the largest number of species
was observed:was centered on about 40øS. The assimilation window used was one day so that we can have 1
complete diurnal cycle.
The numerical model usedis the extensivelyvalidated
AutoChemmodel [Fisher and Lary, 1995].The modelis
explicit and usesthe adaptive timestep, error monitor-

ing [Steerand Bulirsch,1980],time integrationscheme
[Pressetal., 1992]for stiff systemsof equations.Phorelysis rates are calculated usingfull sphericalgeometry

and multiplescattering[Lar•tand P•tle,1991• Lar•t and
P.vle,1991b,Meier etal., 1982,Nicelet etal., 1982]with
a treatmentof sphericalgeometry[Anderson,1983].

150 km.

Fourier

transform

As the shuttle's

interferometer

which

orbit carries it into and out

of the Earth's shadow, the ATMOS instrument views
the Sun as it sets or risesthrough the atmosphere. The
spectrometermeasureschangesin the infrared component of sunlight as the Sun's rays pass through the
atmosphere. Trace gasesabsorb very specific wavelengthswhich allows the determination of which gases
are present,their concentrations,and at what altitudes.
ATMOS has flown four times and ATMOS. (More information

on ATMOS

can be found from the web site

http://rein us.jpl.nasa.gov/.)
2.2. NO•/HNO3

Ratio

The solidcurvein Figure 1 showsthe NO•/HNO3 ratio
producedby performing4D-¾54Ron the ATMOS data
when the reaction of CO with HNO3 on sulfate aerosols
was not included

in the model.
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In this study the model describeda total of 59 species.
There were 54 integrated speciesare integrated, namely;
ß

O(1D), O(3p), 03, N, .NO,NO2, NO3, N2Os,HONO,
HNOa, HO.2-NO2,CN. N(•O. HCN, C1, C12, C10, (•1OO.
OC10, C120.2, C1NO:, C10.XO.2. HC1, HOC1, CH3OC1,
Br. Br2, BrO, BrONO2, BrONO, HBr, HOBr. BrC1.
H2, H, OH, HO.2, H20.2, CH3, CH30, CH302, CH3OH,
CH3OOH. CH3ONO2. CH302NO2, HCO, HCHO, CH4,
CH3Br, CF2C12, CO, N20, CO.2. and H20. The model
contains

a total

of 366 reactions.

.

241 bimolecular

re-

actions, 31 trimolecular reactions, 48 photolysis reactions, 46 heterogeneousreactions based on standard ki-

netic referencedata [DeMote etal., 1997, Atkinsonet
al., 19971,with somevery recentupdatesfor NO2 and
HNOu kinetics[Donahueetal., 1997, Fulle etal.. 1998,
Brown etal., 1999a,Brown etal., 1999b].
2.1. ATMOS

Case Study

Here we use 4D-¾•R

data assimilation

to look at a case

study using data from the AtmosphericTrace Molecule

Spectroscopy
(ATMOS) experimentto examinethe effect of the postulated heterogeneousreaction CO +

HNO•.

ATMOS [Binsland etal.,

1996, Abrams et

ß/!
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1.

A comparison bem'een the observed

NO•./HNO3 ratio (diamonds)and that producedby
performing 4D-VAR on the ATMOS data. The solid
line denotes

the

case when

the

reaction

of CO

with

HN():• on sulfate aerosolswas not included in the model,
the dashed line denotes the case when it was included

in the modelwith ?=2x10-4. The ATMOS data used
simultaneouslyby our 4D-VAR analysis were 03, NO,
N()2, N20•, HONO2, HO2NO2, HCN, C1ONO2. HC1,
CH4, CO, N•O, CO2, and H20. The vertical profile of
sulfate aerosol surface area used came from the Strato-

sphericAerosoland Gas Experiment2 (SAGE 2). The
observationswere made by the space-shuttle-bornAt-

roesphericTrace MoleculeSpectroscopy
(ATMOS) instrument on March 29, 1992.
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Figure 2. (a and b) Calculatednet rate of changefor HNO3, in units of moleculescm-3 s-1.
Figure 2a is the calculation made without the postulated reaction of HNO3 with CO on sulfate

aerosols.
Figure2b is the calculation
madewith the postulated
reactionwith -),=2x10
-4. (c-f)
Calculations
madewithoutthe postulatedreactionof HNO3 with CO on sulfateaerosols.
Figure
2c showsthe calculatedpercentageof HNO3 productiondue to the gas phasereactionof OH
with NO2. Figure2d showsthe calculatedpercentage
of HNO3 productiondueto the gasphase
reactionof HO2 with NO3. Figure 2e showsthe calculatedpercentageof HNO3 productiondue
to the hydrolysisof N2Os on sulfateaerosols.Figure2f showsthe calculatedpercentage
of HNO3
production due to the hydrolysisof BrONO2 on sulfate aerosols.In each case the x axis is local

solartime in hours,and the y axisis altitudeshownas a potentialtemperature(Kelvin).
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Figure 3. (a to d) are all for calculationsmade with the postulatedreactionof HN03 with CO

on sulfateaerosols
with ?:2x10 -4. (a) Calculatedpercentage
of HN03 destructiondue to the
gas phasereaction of OH with HN03. (b) Calculated percentageof HNO3 destructiondue to
photolysisyielding OH + NO2. (c) Calculatedpercentageof HN03 destructiondue to photolysis

yieldingO(3p) + HONO. (d) Calculatedpercentage
of HN03 destruction
dueto the postulated
heterogeneous
reactionof CO with HN03 with ?=2x10-4. In eachcasethe x axisis localsolar
time in hours,and the y axis is altitude shownas a potential temperature(Kelvin).

the case when it was included in the data assimilation

ing at the chemicalbudgetof HNO3 calculatedby the

with 7=2x10-4
Severalvalueswere usedand ?-2x10 -4 seemedto
givethe bestagreement.The ATMOS data,usedsimultaneouslyby our 4D-VAP•analysiswere O•, NO,

model.

Let us look at the main production processesfor HNO3,

N•O•, HNOu, HObNOb, HCN, C1ONO•, HC1, CH4,
CO, N•O, CO•, and H•O. The vertical profile of sul-

examine their relative roles, and see how this is altered by including the postulated heterogeneousreac-

fate aerosol surface area used came from the Strato-

tion CO+HNO3 with '7=2x10-4.

sphericAerosoland GasExperiment2 (SAGE 2). The
diamondsare the observationsof the NOz/HNOu ra-

time lower stratosphere/uppertroposphere. This is

tio made by the spaceshuttle born AtmosphericTrace

MoleculeSpectroscopy
(ATMOS) instrumentfor March
29, 1992.

We can see in Figure I that even with such low val-

uesfor ? the modelcalculationsagreepretty well with
the observationsmade by ATMOS in the lower strato-

sphere.Let us nowexaminethe reasonfor this by look-

2.3. Production

of HNO3

The most rapid HNO3 production is in the night-

due to heterogeneousreactions, primarily the hydrolysisof N2Os but alsoof BrON02 and C1ONO2. During
the day there is a net loss of HNO3 due to photolysis. When we add an additional loss of HNO3, that is
with the postulated reaction, the net production rate of
HNO.• during the night decreasesfrom approximately
3.5x104 moleculescm-3 s-1 to 2.5x104 moleculescm-3
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s-1. Figures2a and 2b showthe calculatednet ratesof
changefor HNO3 in unitsof molecules
cm-3 s-1 with-

OH with C10. The the technique of 4D-Var was used to
show objectively that the new kinetic measurementsre-

out and with the postulated reaction.

suit in an improvementof the modelsimulations[Lary
and Shallcross,1999]. •Ve used these data here and

If we consider

the relative

contribution

of the four

major HNO3 production reactionsshown in Figure 2c2f, we see that during the day the reaction of OH with
NO2 is the major sourceof HNO3, particularly where
there is less sulfate aerosol. During the night in the
upper stratospherethe reaction of HO2 with NO3 may
also play a role if there is a channel producing HNO3.
The reactionsof NO3 with CH3OH and HCHO alsoplay
a small part in the nighttime upper stratosphere.
In the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere the
main productionof HNO3 is due to heterogeneousreactions on sulfate aerosols(Figure 2e and 2f). The most
important of these is the hydrolysisof N2Os. The hydrolysisof N20.• makes the largest relative contribution
to HNO3 productionduringthe night when no photoiysis is occurring, and during the early morning when the
N205 concentrationis still relatively large (Figure 2e).
But it is also interesting to see how important the hydrolysisof BrONO2 is (Figure 2f), particularly as the
total atmosphericloading of bromine is so much less
than that of nitrogen and chlorine. The hydrolysis of
BrONO2 makes the largest contribution to HNO3 production just after sunset. However, during the day between approximately 20% and 40% of the HNO3 production is due to the hydrolysis of BrONO2. The hydrolysisof C1ONO2 playsa minor role, peaking at about
6% just after sunset in the lower stratosphere.
2.4. Destruction

of HNO3

For most of the sunlit atmosphere the major loss is the
photolysischannelwhich producesOH + NO2. There is

alsoa minorchannelwhichproduces
O(3p) + HONO.
However, in the lower stratosphere and upper troposphere •he reaction with OH is important. Its largest
relative contribution is closeto sunrise and sunset Figure 3a-3c.

The contribution due to the postulated rem'tion of
HNO3 with CO is most important in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere where we have the most

aerosol(Figure 3d). It is also the only major nighttime
loss.

recommendtheir use in atmospheric modeling studies.
2.6.

H202

-[- HNO3

It has also been noted that the reaction of H202

+

HNO3 is thermodynamicallyfavorable[Fairbrotheret
al., 1997]. We included this reaction in some model
calculations and found that it was not likely to be a

major lossof HNO3 evenwith 7 valuesof up to 2x10-3.

3. Summary

I• •nasbeennotedthatCOhasanexceedingly
s•rong
thermodynamic potential for reducing HN03 to HONO

Lra,'o'rvtheret al., I •*

-

inc reactionof •, •3 with

CO does proceed via heterogeneouscatalysis in our attoosphere,then it is capable of reducing the calculated

NO•/HNO3 ratio bringing the calculatedHNO3 profile into closer agreement with observations. Clearly
measurementsof this processare warranted, since a de-

creaseof the NO•/HNO• ratio leads to an increasein
the oxidizing capacity of the atmosphere.
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